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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Product Launch for Chef 5 Minute Meals in Savannah 

Piney Flats, Tennessee, October 3rd, 2016 /Experience Marketing Group LLC/ --  As the fourth quarter rolls on 
Chef 5 Minute Meals, Inc makes their second emergency management conference stop in 
Savannah, GA . The International Association of Emergency Managers holds its 64th annual 
conference at the Savannah International Trade and Convention Center October 17th through the 
19th. 
 
“We are so excited to bring this unique, innovative product to the public. It’s a new kind of 
hot in just under three minutes.” says President Sendel. “It’s a must see!” 
 
Be the first to see the hottest new thing as Chef 5 Minute Meals launches this one of a kind 
product Tuesday October 18th at 9:45 AM. The new product will add another touch of comfort to 
their already lengthy product line of emergency response products. Managers will be able to 
speak with company President, Barry Sendel both about their self heating meal kits and their 
inventory management options. Look for them as a gold sponsor at booth 515 throughout the 
conference. 
 
Chef Minute Meals, Inc. (CMM) is a Tennessee based manufacturer of prepackaged meals that 
are Self-Heating and Shelf-Stable. Their original product line encompassed our traditional Chef 5 
Minute Meals™ and Disaster Meal Kits. To complement those items they’ve added their Chef 5 
Express™ Entrees, Meal Replacement Bars and Backpack Meal Kits. All of their products are 
manufactured with no added preservatives or fillers. Our products include their own flameless 
heating element, require no refrigeration all while offering an extended shelf-life. Whether on the 
go or in a time of disaster in as little as 5 minutes you can enjoy a Hot Delicious Nutritious Meal, 
Anytime, Anywhere! 
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